
  

1. Mitkevich, V. A. Cell Targets of Antitumor Ribonucleases / V. A. Mitkevich, A. A. 

Makarov, O. N. Ilinskaya// Molecular Biology. –2014. –V. 48. –P. 181–188.  

The majority of known cytotoxic RNases are basic proteins which destroy intracellular RNA. 

Cationization of RNases is considered to be an effective strategy for strengthening their 

antitumor properties. We constructed a set of RNase Sa variants consisting of charge reversal 

mutants, charge neutralization mutants, and variants with positively charged cluster at the N-

terminus. All constructs retain a high level of catalytic activity and differ in net charge. Using 

acute myeloid leukemia cells Kasumi-1 we have shown that (i) cytotoxicity of RNase Sa mutants 

is linearly enhanced by cationization, (ii) the ability of cytotoxic mutants to induce cell death is 

caused by induction of apoptosis and (iii) localization of positive charge on N-terminus does not 

contribute to RNase Sa cytotoxicity. Capacity to induce apoptosis in malignant cells and the 

absence of necrotic effects make the RNase Sa mutants with high positive charge a suitable anti-

cancer agent. 

 

2. Ulyanova, V. Draft Whole Genome Sequence of Bacillus pumilus Strain 3-19, a 

Chemical Mutant Overproducing Extracellular Ribonuclease. / V. Ulyanova, R. Shah 

Mahmud, E.Dudkina, V. Vershinina, O. Ilinskaya// Genome Announcements. –2014. 

Here, we present a draft genome sequence of Bacillus pumilus strain 3-19. It was derived from 

soil-isolated B. pumilus 7P using chemical mutagenesis and is characterized by elevated 

production of extracellular ribonuclease which is known to possess different biological activities 

with potential of applications in experimental research, medicine, and biotechnology.   

 

3. Ilinskaya, O.N. Ribonucleases as Antiviral Agents / O.N. Ilinskaya, R. Shah Mahmud 

//Molecular Biology. – 2014. V. 48. - P. 615–623. 

The lack of effective antiviral drugs restricts the control of the dangerous RNA-containing 

influenza A (H1N1) virus. Extracellular ribonuclease of Bacilli (binase) was shown to manifest 

antiviral activity during single- and multi-cycle viral replication in the range of concentrations 

non-toxic to epithelial cells and 0.01-0.1 multiplicity of infection. During antiviral treatment for 

15-30 min, the concentration of 1 μg/ml binase reduced the amount of focus-forming units of 

viruses by a factor of 3-10 and suppressed the virus-induced cytopathic effect in A549 human 

lung cells. The possible mechanisms of interaction between the virus and enzyme are discussed. 

Positive charges in both binase and viral hemagglutinin cause electrostatic interaction with 

negatively charged sialic acid on the host cell's surface followed by its penetration into the cell. 

Capsid elimination and release of viral RNA from endosome to the cytoplasm allows catalytic 

RNA cleavage by internalized binase. The data obtained confirm that binase is an effective 

antiviral agent against the pandemic influenza A (H1N1) virus. Certain progress in this field is 

associated with clarifying the detailed mechanism underlying the antiviral action of binase and 

development of the most effective way for its practical use.   

 

4. Cabrera-Fuentes, H.A. RNase1 prevents the damaging interplay between extracellular 

RNA and tumour necrosis factor-α in cardiac ischaemia/reperfusion injury./ H.A. 

Cabrera-Fuentes, M. Ruiz-Meana, S. Simsekyilmaz, S. Kostin, J. Inserte, M. Saffarzadeh, 

S.P. Galuska, V. Vijayan, I. Barba, G. Barreto, S. Fischer, G. Lochnit, O.N. Ilinskaya, E. 

Baumgart-Vogt, A. Boning, S. Lecour, D.J. Hausenloy, E.A. Liehn, D. Garcia-Dorado, 

K.D. Schluter, K.T. Preissner // Thrombosis and Homeostasis. – 2014. (accepted) 

Despite optimal therapy, the morbidity and mortality of patients presenting with an acute 

myocardial infarction (MI) remain significant, and the initial mechanistic trigger of myocardial 

"ischaemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury" remains greatly unexplained. Here we show that factors 

released from the damaged cardiac tissue itself, in particular extracellular RNA (eRNA) and 

tumour-necrosis-factor α (TNF-α), may dictate I/R injury. In an experimental in vivo mouse 
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model of myocardial I/R as well as in the isolated I/R Langendorff-perfused rat heart, 

cardiomyocyte death was induced by eRNA and TNF-α. Moreover, TNF-α promoted further 

eRNA release especially under hypoxia, feeding a vicious cell damaging cycle during I/R with 

the massive production of oxygen radicals, mitochondrial obstruction, decrease in antioxidant 

enzymes and decline of cardiomyocyte functions. The administration of RNase1 significantly 

decreased myocardial infarction in both experimental models. This regimen allowed the 

reduction in cytokine release, normalisation of antioxidant enzymes as well as preservation of 

cardiac tissue. Thus, RNase1 administration provides a novel therapeutic regimen to interfere 

with the adverse eRNA-TNF-α interplay and significantly reduces or prevents the pathological 

outcome of ischaemic heart disease.   

 

5. Dao, Linh; Grigoryeva, Tatiana; Laikov, Alexander; Devjatijarov, Ruslan; Ilinskaya, 

Olga  Full-scale bioreactor pretreatment of highly toxic wastewater from styrene and 

propylene oxide production.// Ecotoxicol Environ Saf. 2014 Oct;108:195-202. doi: 

10.1016/j.ecoenv.2014.07.012. Epub 2014 Aug 1. 

The wastewater originating from simultaneous production of styrene and propylene oxide (SPO) 

is classified as highly polluted with chemical oxygen demand level in the range 5965 to 

9137mgL(-1)-as well as highly toxic. The dilution factor providing for a 10 percent toxic effect 

of wastewater samples in a test with Paramecium caudatum was 8.0-9.5. Biological approach for 

pretreatment and detoxification of the wastewater under full-scale bioreactor conditions was 

investigated. The number of suspended microorganisms and the clean up efficiency were 

increased up to 5.5-6.58×10(8)CFUmL(-1) and 88 percent, respectively during the bioreactor's 

operation. Isolates in the Citrobacter, Burkholderia, Pseudomonas, and Paracoccus genera were 

dominant in the mature suspended, as well as the immobilized microbial community of the 

bioreactor. The most dominant representatives were tested for their ability to biodegrade the 

major components of the SPO wastewater and evidence of their role in the treatment process was 

demonstrated. The investigated pretreatment process allowed the wastewater to be detoxified for 

conventional treatment with activated sludge and was closely related to the maturation of the 

bioreactor's microbial community.   

 

6. Ziganshina E.E., A.R. Bagmanova, I.V. Khilyas, A.M. Ziganshin. Assessment of a 

biogas-generating microbial community in a pilot-scale anaerobic reactor. // J. Biosci. 

Bioeng. 2014. V. 117, No 6. P. 730–736. 

In this work bacteria and methanogenic archaea utilizing agricultural wastes in a pilot-scale 

biogas reactor were examined using sequencing and terminal restriction fragment length 

polymorphism analysis. Based on the analyses of 16S rRNA genes, Clostridia represented the 

most diverse group in the digester. Of the Clostridia, unclassified Clostridiales and the members 

of the genera Anaerotruncus and Tissierella were detected at high abundances. The 

representatives of the bacterial phyla Bacteroidetes and Proteobacteria were also defined, but in 

minor proportions, and were assigned to non-dominant communities. Within the phylum 

Euryarchaeota, the members of the orders Methanosarcinales and Methanomicrobiales were 

found at high levels. Methanogenic archaea were analyzed using both 16S rRNA and mcrA 

genes. Actually good results were received using both approaches; however, the rRNA gene 

method missed the non-dominant order Methanobacteriales.   

 

7. Danilova YV, Shagimardanova EI, Margulis AB, Toymentseva AA, Balaban NP, 

Rudakova NL, Rizvanov AA, Sharipova MR, Palotás A. Bacterial enzymes effectively 

digest Alzheimer's β-amyloid peptide. //Brain Res Bull. 2014, V. 108, P. 113-117. 

Aggregated β-amyloid peptides play key roles in the development of Alzheimer's disease, and 

recent evidence suggests that microbial particles, among others, can facilitate their 

polymerization. Bacterial enzymes, however, have been proved to be beneficial in degrading 
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pathological fibrillar structures in clinical settings, such as strepto-kinases in resolving blood-

clots. The purpose of this study was to investigate the ability of bacterial substances to 

effectively hydrolyze β-amyloid peptides. Degrading products of several proteinases from 

Bacillus pumilus were evaluated using MALDI-TOF mass-spectrometry, and their toxicity was 

assessed in vitro using cell-culture assays and morphological studies. These enzymes have 

proved to be non-toxic and were demonstrated to cleave through the functional domains of β-

amyloid peptide. By yielding inactive fragments, proteinases of Bacillus pumilus may be used as 

candidate anti-amyloid agents.   

 

8. E.A Naumenko, M. R Dzamukova, G. I Fakhrullina, F. S Akhatova, R. F Fakhrullin, 

“Nano-labelled cells — a functional tool in biomedical applications”  //Current Opinion 

in Pharmacology, 2014,V.18, 84–90. 

Nanotechnology offers an unprecedented number of opportunities for biomedical research, 

utilizing the unusual functionalities of nanosized materials. Here we describe the recent advances 

in fabrication and utilization of nanoparticle-labelled cells. We present a brief overview of the 

most promising techniques, namely layer-by-layer polyelectrolyte assembly on cells and 

intracellular and extracellular labelling with magnetic nanoparticles. Several important practical 

application of nanofucntionalized cells, including tissue engineering and tumour therapy, are 

reviewed.   

 

9. Elena Dudkina, Airat Kayumov, Vera Ulyanova, Olga Ilinskaya New Insight into 

Secreted Ribonuclease Structure: Binase Is a Natural Dimer // PLoS One. 2014; 9(12): 

e115818. Published online 2014 December 31. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0115818 

The biological effects of ribonucleases (RNases), such as the control of the blood vessels growth, 

the toxicity towards tumour cells and antiviral activity, require a detailed explanation. One of the 

most intriguing properties of RNases which can contribute to their biological effects is the ability 

to form dimers, which facilitates efficient RNA hydrolysis and the evasion of ribonuclease 

inhibitor. Dimeric forms of microbial RNase binase secreted by Bacillus pumilus (former B. 

intermedius) have only been found in crystals to date. Our study is the first report directly 

confirming the existence of binase dimers in solution and under natural conditions of enzyme 

biosynthesis and secretion by bacilli. Using different variants of gel electrophoresis, 

immunoblotting, size-exclusion chromatography and mass-spectrometry, we revealed that binase 

is a stable natural dimer with high catalytic activity.   

 

10. Ulyanova V, Vershinina V, Ilinskaya O, Harwood CR. Binase-like guanyl-preferring 

ribonucleases are new members of Bacillus PhoP regulon. //Microbiol Res. 2014 Aug 29. 

pii: S0944-5013(14)00091-3. doi: 10.1016/j.micres.2014.08.005. 

Extracellular low-molecular weight guanyl-preferring ribonucleases (LMW RNases) of Bacillus 

sp. comprise a group of hydrolytic enzymes that share highly similar structural and catalytic 

characteristics with barnase, a ribonuclease from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens, and binase, a 

ribonuclease from Bacillus intermedius. Although the physical-chemical and catalytic properties 

of Bacillus guanyl-preferring ribonucleases are very similar, there is considerably more variation 

in the environmental conditions that lead to the induction of the genes encoding these RNases. 

Based on structural differences of their genes the guanyl-preferring ribonucleases have been sub-

divided into binase-like and barnase-like groups. Here we show the ability of the key regulator of 

phosphate deficiency response, PhoP, to direct the transcription of the binase-like RNases but not 

barnase-like RNases. These results, together with our demonstration that binase-like RNases are 

induced in response to phosphate starvation, allow us to categorise this group of ribonucleases as 

new members of Bacillus PhoP regulon. In contrast, the barnase-like ribonucleases are relatively 

insensitive to the phosphate concentration and the environmental conditions that are responsible 

for their induction, and the regulatory elements involved, are currently unknown.   
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11. Raihan Shah Mahmud, Vera Ulyanova, Sergey Malanin, Elena Dudkina, Valentina 

Vershinina, Olga Ilinskaya Draft Whole-Genome Sequence of Bacillus altitudinis Strain 

B-388, a Producer of Extracellular RNase //Genome Announc. 2015 Jan-Feb; 3(1): 

e01502-14. Published online 2015 January 29. doi: 10.1128/genomeA.01502-14 

Here, we present a draft genome sequence of Bacillus altitudinis strain B-388, including a 

putative plasmid. The strain was isolated from the intestine of Indian meal moth, a common pest 

of stored grains, and it is characterized by the production of extracellular RNase, similar to 

binase, which is of interest for comparative studies and biotechnology.   

 

12. Garipov, A.R. Bacillus intermedius ribonuclease (BINASE) induces apoptosis in human 

ovarian cancer cells. / A.R. Garipov, A.A. Nesmelov , H.A. Cabrera-Fuentes, O.N. 

Ilinskaya //. Toxicon. – 2014. – V. 92. – P. 54-59. doi: 10.1016/j.toxicon.2014.09.014. 

The cytotoxic effects of Bacillus intermedius RNase (binase) towards ovarian cancer cells 

(SKOV3 and OVCAR5) were studied in comparison to normal ovarian epithelial cells (HOSE1 

and HOSE2). Binase decreased viability and induced the selective apoptosis of ovarian cancer 

cells. The apoptosis rate was 50% in SKOV3 and 48% in OVCAR5 cells after 24 h of binase 

treatment (50 μg/ml). Binase-induced apoptosis in these cell lines was accompanied by caspase-3 

activation and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase fragmentation. Normal ovarian epithelial cells were 

not affected by binase, except for a slight decrease of HOSE2 cell viability and the appearance of 

traces of activated caspase-3, but not the poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 85-kDA fragment. 

Binase did not induce alteration of EZH2 (enhancer of zeste-homolog-2) protein expression 

neither, in tumor nor in normal cells. In conclusion, selective binase-induced cell death and 

apoptosis via poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase fragmentation may serve as a new treatment option 

against ovarian cancer progression.   

 

13. Ulyanova V, Vershinina V, Ilinskaya O. Barnase and binase: twins with distinct fates. 

Review. //FEBS J. 2011 Oct;278(19):3633-43 

RNases are enzymes that cleave RNAs, resulting in remarkably diverse biological consequences. 

Many RNases are cytotoxic. In some cases, they attack selectively malignant cells triggering an 

apoptotic response. A number of eukaryotic and bacterial RNase-based strategies are being 

developed for use in anticancer and antiviral therapy. However, the physiological functions of 

these RNases are often poorly understood. This review focuses on the properties of the 

extracellular RNases from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens (barnase) and Bacillus intermedius 

(binase), the characteristics of their biosynthesis regulation and their physiological role, with an 

emphasis on the similarities and differences. Barnase and binase can be regarded as molecular 

twins according to their highly similar structure, physical-chemical and catalytic properties. 

Nevertheless, the 'life paths' of these enzymes are not the same, as their expression in bacteria is 

controlled by diverse signals. Binase is predominantly synthesized under phosphate starvation, 

whereas barnase production is strictly dependent on the multifunctional Spo0A regulator 

controlling sporulation, biofilm formation and cannibalism. Barnase and binase also have some 

distinctions in practical applications. Barnase was initially suggested to be useful in research and 

biotechnology as a tool for studying protein-protein interactions, for RNA elimination from 

biological samples, for affinity purification of RNase fusion proteins, for the development of 

cloning vectors and for sterility acquisition by transgenic plants. Binase, as later barnase, was 

tested for antiviral, antitumour and immunogenic effects. Both RNases have found their own 

niche in cancer research as a result of success in targeted delivery and selectivity towards tumour 

cells.   

 

14. Mardanova, A.M. Draft Genome Sequence of Serratia grimesii Strain A2. / A.M. 

Mardanova, A.A. Toymenceva, A.G. Gilyazeva, S.V. Kazakov, E.I. Shagimardanova, 

S.Yu. Khaitlina, M.R. Sharipova // Genome Announcements. – 2014. – V. 2. – P. 

e00937-14.  
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We report the first draft genome assembly of Serratia grimesii strain A2, previously identified as 

Escherichia coli strain A2, which produces protease ECP32 with a high specificity toward actin. 

S. grimesii strain A2 has multidrug resistance associated with a number of efflux pump genes.   

 

15. A. R. Kayumov, E. N. Khakimullina, I. S. Sharafutdinov, E. Y. Trizna, L. Z. Latypova, 

L. Hoang, A. B. Margulis, M. I. Bogachev, A. R. Kurbangalieva. Inhibition of biofilm 

formation in Bacillus subtilis by new halogenated furanones. // J. Antibiot. - 2014. doi: 

10.1038/ja.2014.143 

Gram-positive bacteria can cause various infections including hospital-acquired infections. 

While in the biofilm, the resistance of bacteria to both antibiotics and the human immune system 

is increased causing difficulties in the treatment. Bacillus subtilis, a non-pathogenic Gram-

positive bacterium, is widely used as a model organism for studying biofilm formation. Here we 

investigated the effect of novel synthesized chloro- and bromo-containing 2(5H)-furanones on 

biofilm formation by B. subtilis. Mucobromic acid (3,4-dibromo-5-hydroxy-2(5H)-furanone) and 

the two derivatives of mucochloric acid (3,4-dichloro-5-hydroxy-2(5H)-furanone)-F8 and F12-

were found to inhibit the growth and to efficiently prevent biofilm formation by B. subtilis. 

Along with the low production of polysaccharide matrix and repression of the eps operon, strong 

repression of biofilm-related yqxM also occurred in the presence of furanones. Therefore, our 

data confirm that furanones affect significantly the regulatory pathway(s) leading to biofilm 

formation. We propose that the global regulator, Spo0A, is one of the potential putative cellular 

targets for these compounds.   

 

16. Ziganshin A.M, Ziganshina E.E, Kleinsteuber S, Pröter J, Ilinskaya O.N. Methanogenic 

Community Dynamics during Anaerobic Utilization of Agricultural Wastes. //Acta 

Naturae. 2012 Oct;4(4):91-97. 

This work is devoted to the investigation of the methanogenic archaea involved in anaerobic 

digestion of cattle manure and maize straw on the basis of terminal restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (TRFLP) analysis of archaeal 16S rRNA genes. The biological diversity and 

dynamics of methanogenic communities leading to anaerobic degradation of agricultural organic 

wastes with biogas production were evaluated in laboratory-scale digesters. T-RFLP analysis, 

along with the establishment of archaeal 16S rRNA gene clone libraries, showed that the 

methanogenic consortium consisted mainly of members of the genera Methanosarcina and 

Methanoculleus, with a predominance of Methanosarcina spp. throughout the experiment.   

 

17. W. Wei, R.T. Minullina, E. Abdullayev, R.F. Fakhrullin, D. Mills and Y.M Lvov 

"Enhanced Efficiency of Antiseptics with Sustained Release from Clay Nanotubes" 

//RSC Advances, 2014,4, 488-494. 

Natural halloysite clay tubules were studied for their potential use as miniature biocompatible 

containers that can be loaded with antiseptics followed by their slow and controlled release. 

Brilliant green was loaded into 15 nm diameter halloysite lumen at 15 wt% and provided 

sustained release over six hours. Formation of a benzotriazole–copper coating on halloysite 

nanotubes allowed additional encapsulation providing for more sustained release from 50 to 200 

hours. Antibacterial efficiency of the brilliant green in clay nanotubes was tested on 

Staphylococcus aureus cultures and antibacterial action extended up to 72 hours was 

demonstrated. Sustained release of amoxicillin and iodine from halloysite tubes was also 

demonstrated.   

 

18. Y.M. Lvov, A. Aerov, R.F. Fakhrullin, “Clay Nanotube Encapsulation for Functional 

Biocomposites”//Adv. Colloid Interf. Sci, 2014, 207, 189–198 

Natural halloysite clay nanotubes with 50 nm outer- and 15 nm inner- diameters are described as 

miniature vehicles for sustained release of drugs and proteins. The release time may be adjusted 
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from 10 to 200 h with the tube surface polymeric coating. An explanation of sustained release 

through locking electrical potential at the nanotube ends is suggested. These biocompatible 

ceramic tubes may be also used for architectural construction of nanoshells on microbes through 

alternation with polycations to enhance the intrinsic properties of biological cells. Halloysite 

nanotubes (pristine or drug-loaded) are well mixable with polar and low-polar polymers allowing 

for functional biocomposites with enhanced mechanical strength, adhesivity and slow release of 

drugs or other chemical agents. Halloysite is nontoxic abundantly available from natural deposit 

material which does not require exfoliation or other complicated energy consuming processing.   

 

19. S. A. Konnova,   A. A. Danilushkina,   G. I. Fakhrullina,  F. S. Akhatova,   A. R. 

Badrutdinov,  R. F. Fakhrullin "Silver nanoparticle-coated “cyborg” microorganisms: 

rapid assembly of polymer-stabilised nanoparticles on microbial cells" //RSC Advances, 

2015 DOI: 10.1039/C4RA15857A 

Fabrication of “cyborg” cells (biological cells with surfaces functionalised using a variety of 

nanomaterials) has become a fascinating area in cell surface engineering. Here we report a 

simple procedure for fabrication of polycation-stabilised 50 nm silver nanoparticles and 

application of these nanoparticles for fabrication of viable “cyborg” microbial cells (yeast and 

bacteria). Cationic polymer-stabilised nanoparticles electrostatically adhere to microbial cells 

producing an even monolayer on the cell walls, as demonstrated using enhanced dark-field 

microscopy, atomic force microscopy and microelectrophoresis. Our procedure is exceptionally 

fast, being completed within 20 min after introduction of cells into nanoparticle aqueous 

suspensions. Polymer-stabilised silver nanoparticles are highly biocompatible, with viability 

rates reaching 97%. We utilised “cyborg” cells built using bacteria and silver nanoparticles to 

deliver nanoparticles into C. elegans microworms. We believe that the technique described here 

will find numerous applications in cell surface engineering.   

 

20. G. I. Fakhrullina, F.S. Akhatova, Y.M. Lvov, R.F. Fakhrullin "Toxicity of halloysite clay 

nanotubes in vivo: a Caenorhabditis elegans study" // Environ Sci: Nano, 2015, DOI: 

10.1039/C4EN00135D 

Here we investigated the toxicity of halloysite clay nanotubes in vivo employing a 

Caenorhabditis elegans nematode as a model organism. Using enhanced dark-field microscopy 

and physiological tests, we found that halloysite is localised exclusively in the alimentary system 

and does not induce severe toxic effects on nematodes.   
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